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Abstract 
Amtoft, T. and J.L. Traff, Partial memoization for obtaining linear time behavior of a 2DPDA, 
Theoretical Computer Science 98 (1992) 347-356. 
Cook demonstrated the possibility of simulating any given 2-way deterministic pushdown auto- 
maton (2DPDA) in linear time in the length of the read-only input tape. The purpose of this note is 
to show how this result can be obtained by means of a generalization of the well-known concept of 
memoization. This clever evaluation strategy will be termed partial memoization. We present 
a straightforward simulator for two-way deterministic pushdown automata which -if memoization 
is performed on only a subset of the simulator’s input parameters -can be shown to perform linearly. 
Hence, the idea of partial memoization provides a new and surprisingly simple proof of Cook’s 
theorem. 
1. Introduction 
Defining a different evaluation strategy is in many cases a viable alternative to 
program transformation for improving the efficiency of certain computations. A well- 
known example of this is the classical recursive definition of the Fibonacci numbers, 
which can be used immediately for computing Fibonacci numbers in linear time if 
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evaluation is done with memoization: all intermediate results are tabulated as argu- 
ment-result pairs and reused whenever possible, thus avoiding a considerable amount 
of recomputation of (in principle) already known results. Hence, when performed in 
a manner transparent to the user, memoization is such a clever evaluation strategy, 
applicable whenever the results of certain computations are needed more than once. 
In order for a program’ to gain anything from ordinary memoizution, some functions 
must be invoked with the same argument values several times during computation. 
While this is rarely the case, it is more likely that there are functions which will be 
invoked more than once with partially unchanged arguments, i.e. with some argu- 
ments having the same values in different invocations. This observation motivates 
a more general, presumably new, clever evaluation strategy, to be termed partial 
memoization (first introduced in [2]). 
Let f(x, y) be such a function, where calls with the same value for x, x= n (but 
different y’s) occur several times for certain computations. There is no point in 
recording argument-result pairs as above, since these can never be reused. Neverthe- 
less, computations depending only on .Y can be performed by a symbolic evaluation of 
the body off with x=n and y bound to itself. Recording the residual expression so 
obtained as a function of y and using this residual function for computing f(n, y) for 
all y’s eliminates redundant computations in a manner similar to that of memoization. 
Of course, certain requirements to the symbolic evaluation procedure, in particular 
termination and meaning-preservation, must be fulfilled. 
As an application of partial memoization, a straightforward simulator for 2-way 
deterministic pushdown automata (2DPDAs) is analyzed. The simulator turns out to 
have the necessary property that its main function is called several times with partially 
unchanged arguments and can, therefore, gain by partial memoization. The applica- 
tion is interesting since 2DPDAs recognize a large (however, still not completely 
characterized) class of languages, encompassing all regular and deterministic context- 
free languages and even some languages that are not context-free (e.g. {a”b”c” )n 3 O}). 
It, therefore, caused much surprise (and gave Knuth inspiration to his fast substring- 
recognition algorithm, see [9]) when Cook [6] showed that any given 2DPDA can 
always be simulated in linear time in the length of the input tape, even though a naive 
simulation may take exponential time. This significant theorem has been the subject of 
some interest in the literature, cf. [ 1, 7, 10, 31. 
In a trivial way, the naive 2DPDA simulator is abstracted to a more general stack 
algorithm. A theorem showing that partial memoization allows such algorithms to be 
executed in linear time is established, thus providing a new proof of Cook’s theorem. 
This is the main result of the present paper; the authors believe this application to be 
the simplest interesting example of partial memoization (more specific details and 
other applications of partial memoization are given in [2]). 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section 2DPDAs are 
defined formally and a simulator is presented. The reasons for nonlinear time 
’ Throughout this paper, “program” means functional program with call-by-value semantics; an informal 
syntax is employed. 
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behavior of this simulator are pointed out in Section 3. Section 4 is a brief summary of 
the principle of partial memoization and Section 5 is devoted to proving that partial 
memoization gives linear time behavior for (an abstracted version of) the simulator. 
Some discussion of the technique concludes the paper. 
2. A simulator for ZDPDA 
A 2DPDA is a device consisting of a finite read-only input tape capable of storing 
symbols from a (finite) tape alphabet, a finite-state control and a stack (a pushdown 
store) capable of storing symbols from a (finite) stack alphabet. At any given instant of 
time the next transition of the 2DPDA is determined by the current tape symbol, the 
element on top of the stack and the internal state. A transition (also to be called an 
action triple) consists in a tape movement (left, right or possibly no move), a stack 
action (push, pop or leave untouched) and a new state. 
Definition 2.1. A 2-way deterministic pushdown automaton (ZDPDA) is a 6-tuple 
(S, L, r, 6, so, 2,) where 
(1) S is the finite set of internal control states, 
(2) C is the tape alphabet, 
(3) r is the stack alphabet, and 
(4) 6, the transition function, is a (partial) mapping 
S x C x r+( P x S x M)u {accept, reject}, 
where 
M=f-l,O,l} and P=j(push x)Ixgr}u{pop,leave}, 
(5) sons is the start state, 
(6) Zo~T is a distinguished stack symbol, the bottom marker. 
mcM describes a tape movement: left, none or right; PEP a stack action: push, pop or 
leave untouched. If 6(s, t, a) is either accept or reject, the automaton halts (and either 
accepts or rejects its input). 
Given this definition and the informal description above, it is straightforward to 
write a simulator that faithfully carries out the actions of any given 2DPDA, given as 
a representation, d, of the transition function 6, which implicitly defines the automa- 
ton. In the program below - written in an informal functional style and in the first 
place assumed to be executed using a standard call-by-value strategy - LI is simply an 
array of acrion-triples given to the control argument of the simulator. The input tape 
ala2 . a, is represented by an array tape such that tape[i] =ai, the pushdown store 
by a stack-top element, stuck-top, and a list of stack elements, stuck-rest. The bottom 
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marker Z0 is represented by BOTTOM and STATEO represents sO. A simulation starts in 
state STATEO at tape position 1 with an empty stack. 
simulate (control, tape) = sim(contro1, tape, sTATE0, 1, BOTTOM, NIL) 
sim(contro1, tape, state, position, stack-top, stack-rest) E 
let action = control [state, tape [position], stack-top] in 
case action of 
ACCEPTIACCEPT 
REJECT:REJECT 
(LEAVE new-state m): 
sim(control, tape, new-state, position + m, stack-top, stack-rest) 
((PUSH a) new-state m): 
sim(contro1, tape, new-state, position + m, a, (stack-top :: stack-rest)) 
(POP new-state m): 
sim(contro1, tape, new-state,position + m, head(stack-rest), tail(stack-rest)) 
It is easy to construct an automaton (i.e. a 6) such that the simulation above runs in 
exponential time, see [l, 31. 
3. Duplicate computations 
One advantage of the functional style simulator is that the reason for possible 
nonlinear time behavior is relatively easily identified. First, stack-rest is the only 
argument to the function sim that can take an unbounded number of different values. 
As a consequence, if sim is called more than (SI [r/n times, n being the length of the 
tape, it must be that at least two calls have identical values for the first five arguments. 
Second, a key observation is that two such calls will behave identically to a very large 
extent, due to the fact that from the knowledge of the state, the position and the 
stack-top (a so-called surface configuration) it can be determined without use of the rest 
of the stack what has to be done after any sequence of pushes, leaves and pops, where 
the number of pops does not exceed the number of pushes in any prefix of the 
sequence. In other words, simulation can be carried out until either the stack shrinks 
below its current height or the automaton halts. This type of knowledge - correspond- 
ing to the terminators from [l, Algorithm 9.41 - can be recorded during the simula- 
tion as facts of the form 
sim(A, T, cl, zl, y, stack-rest) = sim(A, T, 02, n2, head(stack-rest), tail(stack-rest)), 
sim(A, t, ol, 7tl, y, stack-rest) -ACCEPT, 
sim(A, T, ol, nl, y, stack-rest) = REJECT, 
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where YES, cl, (TZES, 7c1,7c2E{1, .‘.) n} and d is the representation of the given 
transition function and z the given tape. stack-rest is the only free variable. 
A fact of the above form can be regarded as the “common factor” of the computa- 
tion histories of all the calls of sim where the surface configuration is (or, TX,, y). Hence, 
this information needs to be computed only once (when the first such call is encoun- 
tered); for all subsequent calls it can be looked up directly. Since the number of such 
facts is bounded by a linear function of n (i.e. by IS//T/n), linear time behavior of the 
simulator has been obtained provided that 
(1) facts can be retrieved in constant time, 
(2) facts can be derived in constant time. 
The first condition is easily satisfied since facts can be stored in a three-dimensional 
array or other convenient data structure. The second condition - which is, of course, 
the more interesting one - can be fulfilled too, but the proof will be postponed until 
the ideas sketched above have been made more concrete and put into a general 
setting. 
4. Partial memoization 
Observations like those of the previous section are exactly what motivate the 
introduction of a new clever evaluation strategy - in contrast to program trans- 
formation strategies [4,5], some of which have been used to derive efficient simulators 
for 2DPDAs [IO] - hereafter to be termed partial memoization. If it can be determined, 
by some form of program analysis (for instance, as performed above), that certain 
arguments in function calls assume the same values more than once, and that a lot of 
computations can be done without knowing the values of the remaining variables, 
evaluation may be speeded up, having these arguments annotated as to-be-memoized 
(memoized, for short) and then evaluating the program using partial memoization. 
This means that for each function call f(a, /I) to a function f(x, y), where x is 
annotated as memoized, the following actions are taken’: 
(1) It is checked whether a fact of the form 
where s(y) is a so-called residual expression with y as the only free variable, has been 
stored. If this is the case, go to (3); otherwise, go to (2). 
(2) If not, a fact of this form has to be derived and, subsequently, stored, i.e. the e(y) 
expression has to be constructed. This is done by performing symbolic evaluation of 
the body off in the symbolic environment where x is bound to the constant LX and y is 
bound to itself3. Of course, the speedup gained by partial memoization largely 
depends on the particular algorithm used for symbolic evaluation. 
’ For the sake of simplicity, all functions are assumed to be binary with the first variable annotated as 
memoized. 
3 In other words f is said to be specialized with respect to x =a. 
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(3) The residual expression is run on 8, i.e. E( /3) is computed. 
It may be noted that partial memoization is a generalization of ordinary memoiz- 
ation, provided that function bodies where the values of all free variables are known 
can be symbolically evaluated to constant expressions. Ordinary memoization is then 
a special case, obtained when all the arguments of a function are annotated as 
memoized. 
5. The theorem 
To prove that simulation of a 2DPDA takes only linear time in the length of the 
input tape - if partial memoization is performed on the first five arguments, and if 
a suitable strategy of symbolic evaluation is employed - the simulator is abstracted to 
the following stack algorithm program scheme: 
f(x,y)=if pi(x) 
then YI(X) 
else if pz(x) 
then f(b (4, Y) 
else if p3(x) 
then f(b(x), (4 (x):: Y)) 
else f(dz(k3(x),kead(y)Xtail(y)) 
The variable y plays the role of stack-rest, and p1 (x), g1 (x), . . are expressions with 
x as the only free variable or functions of x. 
Theorem 5.1 (Cook’s result revisited). Assume that pl, pz, p3, gl, kl , k2, k3, dI and 
d2 can be executed in constant time and that facts can be looked up in constant time too. 
Assume that j” is annotated with variable x memoized. Then there exists a partial- 
memoization algorithm suck that partial-memoization-based evaluation of f (c(, NIL) can 
be done in time O(n), where n is the number of different values x assumes during standard 
call-by-value evaluation of this expression. 
The proof is divided into two parts. The first part (Lemma 5.5) sketches the 
behavior of the desired partial-memoization algorithm and shows that all facts 
constructed by the algorithm correspond to expressions that would be met during 
call-by-value evaluation of f(cc, NIL). Termination of the partial-memoization algo- 
rithm is dealt with in the second part. First some definitions are needed. 
Definition 5.2. For expressions &I and Ed, it is said that E~-+E~ iff it is necessary to 
evaluate Ed during call-by-value evaluation of Ed. 
-+ is trivially transitive, but not necessarily reflexive; in fact, if E+E then call-by-value 
evaluation of E does not terminate. 
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Definition 5.3. For two x-values (x1 and c(~, we say that a, < a, iff for all y-values fi it 
holds that there exists a y-value 8 such that f(a,,fi)-+f(az,/3’). 
< is transitive, but not necessarily reflexive. 
Definition 5.4. Given an algorithm for partial memoization, we define the relation 
< by saying that a2 < a1 iff the algorithm, when attempting to construct the fact 
f(al, y) = . . , directly (i.e. not in recursive invocations) needs the fact f(ccz, y) 3.. 
< is not necessarily transitive or reflexive. 
Lemma 5.5. Let the assumptions be as in Theorem 5.1. Then there is a partial- 
memoization algorithm with the following property: let f (CI, y) = E( y) be a fact construc- 
ted by the algorithm. Then 
(i) E(Y) is either a constant or of the form f (d,(y, head(y)), tail(y)). 
(ii) For all fl it holds that f (c(, /I+&( /I) - in this sense the facts are correct. 
(iii) The fact is derived in constant time, excluding the time needed for the construc- 
tion of other facts. 
Moreover, the following holds: let < be the ordering induced by the algorithm, as in 
Definition 5.4. Then 
(iv) rxl < a2 implies that CI~ <c(~, i.e. a path followed by the partial-memoization 
algorithm is also followed by the standard call-by-value strategy. 
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction in the number of stages performed by the 
algorithm, i.e. it is assumed that facts constructed at previous stages have the 
properties (i)-(iv). By case analysis on G( it is shown that it is possible to arrive at new 
facts of the desired form by specialization of f (x, y) with respect to x =a using 
previously derived facts. If a fact f (a, y) 3 E(Y) is needed which has not been produced 
and stored, the partial-memoization algorithm is called recursively to construct it. 
p1 (a) = true: Let ?/ = g 1 (a). Then the fact f (a, y) = y can be stored, trivially fulfilling 
(i)-(iii) above. 
p1 (x) = false, p2 (a) = true: Let y = h, (I). Then for all /3, f(a, /++f (y, /?). (1) 
Storing the fact f (cq y)-f (y, y) fulfills (ii) but not (i). To ensure this, f has to be 
unfolded. For this we look for the residual function f (y, y)-E( y) in the knowledge 
base. According to the definition of <, we have that c1> y and must, therefore, show 
that n>y. But this is implied by (1). 
Since the fact above has been stored before the current stage of the algorithm, it can 
be assumed inductively that E(Y) is of the right form, (i), and that for all p it holds that 
f (v, B)+E( P), (ii). 
Since for all b it thus holds that f (a, P)+E( 8) (by transitivity of -), we can store the 
fact f (a, y) = E( y). 
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pI(cc)=false, p2(cx)=false, pJ(cx)=true: Let y=h,(a), S=d,(cr). So for all /3, 
f(4 P)-f(Y> (6 :: B)). (2) 
Again this cannot be translated into a fact of the right form, so f has to be unfolded. 
To this end, a previously stored fact, which by induction can be assumed to be of the 
right form, 
f(Y>.Y)=f(d,(Y, 9 heMY)), tail(y)), 
must be looked up (the right-hand side might be a constant instead, but this case is 
trivial). Thus r > y, but (2) tells us that a>y, as desired. 
The induction hypothesis moreover states that for all p’ it holds that 
Therefore, with y2 =d2(Y1,6), it can be deduced, using (2), that for all /I it holds that 
f(6 P)+f(72,8) (3) 
exploiting that head(6 :: /I)-S and tuil(6 :: B)--+p for all b. 
To finish, the fact f(y2, y) = E( y) is looked up. Thus, CI > y2, so we must show that 
also a>y,, but this is implied by (3). By induction, we can assume that s(y) is of the 
required form, and that for all /? it holds that f(~~,fi)-‘s( /?). Combining this with (3), 
we see that for all fl it holds that f(st, fl)-+s( b). Therefore, we are justified to store the 
fact required in the first place: 
p1 (x) = false, p2(cc) = false, p3(tl) = false: With y = h3(c.!), we can immediately store the 
fact 
which is of the right form. 
By the analysis it is seen that each new fact is constructed by a bounded number of 
calls to the functions pi,gi, di and hi and at most two knowledge base lookups, 
excluding the time used to construct other facts. 0 
In order to prove Theorem 5.1, we must now turn our attention to termination 
properties. We distinguish between three cases (here CI is the value of x in the “initial” 
call to f): 
(1) An infinite chain with no repetitions CL > CI* > ... > Ori > ... exists. According to 
Lemma 5.5, also the chain c( > a1 > . . > C(i > . . will be infinite, so f(a,B) is nonter- 
minating for all /I. Since x takes infinitely many different values, Theorem 5.1 trivially 
holds. 
(2) There exists an infinite chain x > a, > ... > tli > ... where some elements are 
repeated. As before, this means that f(cl, /3) is nonterminating for all 0. To cater for this 
we augment the algorithm (introducing a small constant overhead only) so that it tests, 
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before starting to construct a fact, whether it is busy already constructing this same 
fact. If this is the case, the evaluator is justified to stop and announce “infinite loop”. 
Again, Theorem 5.1 holds. 
(3) If there is no infinite chain, the >-tree rooted at c( is finite, by K&rig’s Lemma, 
since (the proof of) Lemma 5.5 says that there are at most two p’s such that CI > /I. 
Partial-memoization-based evaluation terminates and the number of facts construc- 
ted is bounded by the number of different ai’s in the tree and, therefore (again because 
CI~ < ~1~ implies that CI~ <a,), also by the number of different values x assumes under 
standard evaluation. By Lemma 5.5 each fact is constructed in constant time, so 
constructing the fact corresponding to x = M takes time O(n). As, in order to calculate 
f(c~, NIL) it suffices to know the fact f(cr, y) = E( y) (since s(y) due to the special property 
of NIL must be a constant), this completes the proof. 
Theorem 5.1 trivially applies to the 2DPDA simulation (a matter of instantiating 
the functions pi,gi,hi properly). By (2) above, it follows that the halting problem is 
solvable for 2DPDAs. 
6. Discussion 
Several points deserve a mention: 
l Facts are not constructed unless actually needed. This reflects that partial memoiz- 
ation is a clever evaluation strategy, not a program transformation technique. To 
be more precise, a fact 
is not derived during partial-memoization-based simulation of the 2DPDA d un- 
less the configuration (ai, ~j, Yk) is reachabfe. The method originally proposed by 
Cook involves treating unreachable configurations as well, whereas the simulation 
given in [7] gives rise to essentially the same flow of control as partial memoization. 
l In order to derive new facts, previously constructed facts are exploited. As can be 
seen from the proof, this property is crucial for the success of the strategy - without 
doing this, only a constant speedup could be achieved. 
l The drawback of partial memoization is the switching back and forth between 
ordinary and symbolic evaluation, which introduces some overhead. In fact, most 
of the 2DPDA simulation is done symbolically. On the other hand, various 
techniques exist to reduce the degree of interpretation. 
l It may be suggested that it is necessary, for programs that can benefit from 
evaluation under partial memoization, to devise a symbolic evaluation strategy 
especially tuned to the given problem. It turns out, however, that there exists a very 
simple general strategy for symbolic evaluation (very similar to the algorithms used 
for the closely related technique of partial evaluation, see e.g. [S]) that is able to 
cope sensibly with a broad class of programs. A prototype system using this 
strategy has been implemented and proved correct (in the sense that if “standard” 
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evaluation of an expression terminates with some result, then evaluation using 
partial memoization also terminates, and with the same result) by the authors in 
[2]. Experiments with the system demonstrate how exponential behavior (e.g. of 
2DPDA simulation) can be changed into linear behavior - in accordance with the 
theorem proved in this paper. 
The concept of partial memoization is believed to be useful in other contexts as well. 
For details and other applications, see [2]. 
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